
Investor Behavior
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So, guided by these principles and a wealth of research about the financial markets, how should we think about investing?Your particular view of market pricing will shape how you invest, and there are basically three approaches: conventional management, indexing, and our way of investing, which is based on market pricing and dimensions of expected returns.



•How Do
Many People Invest?
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Let’s think about how a lot of people attempt to grow wealth in the capital markets.



They Try to Predict the Future

“I have a proven system for 
picking winning stocks.”

“The market is primed for a retreat.”

“That sector will continue 
advancing through next year.”
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The most common approach is based on prediction and forecasting. Methods include:Picking stocks expected to perform well in the future,Moving in and out of industry sectors, or Attempting to time the marketThese methods are based on trying to predict the future direction of the economy, the stock market, or an individual stock. This conventional approach assumes that someone has a crystal ball.Many people think this is the key to successful investing. In fact, when people meet financial advisors or others in the investment business, their first question is typically, “where do you think the market is going?” They are basically asking that person to make a prediction. Yet, no one can know the future—and if an investment person could predict the market’s future direction, why would he share that knowledge for free? A prediction about an uncertain future is just an opinion, and it should not determine anyone’s investment decision. Many people learn this the hard way.



They Act on Impulse

“I can’t take this bear market—
I’m getting out!”

“Everyone’s making money—
I want a piece of the action.”
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Some people approach investing from an emotional perspective. They act impulsively—and their reaction is typically sparked by fear or greed.Some may get anxious about the stock market and decide to get out. This may ease their fear, but it may be replaced by the anxiety of missing out on a market recovery. Investors who flee the market ultimately have to decide when to get back in. The 2008–09 global market downturn offers an example of how the cycle of fear and greed can drive an investor’s decisions. Some investors fled the market in early 2009, just before the rebound began. They locked in their losses and then experienced the stress of watching the markets climb. The other side of the emotional coin is greed. Investors can get anxious about missing out on what they perceive as a great investment. They may follow the crowd.The idea behind investing is to buy low and sell high. Yet, following an emotional investment cycle sparked by impulsive decisions may bring an opposite effect: buying at high prices and selling at lower prices.



They Bet their Savings on Tips and Hunches

“I heard it on the news. 
I’d better sell!”

“I got a hot tip from my neighbor. 
It’s a slam dunk.”

“My friend works in the industry—
he’s got the inside scoop.”
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Other people approach investing from a “get rich quick” perspective and act on tips or hunches. They may seek out investment insight from cable news programs that feature Wall Street experts who appear to know something valuable, or from other sources. There’s also a social element to predictive investing. People like to talk about their winning investments, but they probably don’t mention the losers. People often follow the advice of friends, neighbors, or family—especially if the “insight” offers potential to make a fast, easy return. Most of this advice is just noise.We all know deep down that there’s no shortcut to growing wealth. So why do people keep investing this way? In some cases, it is all they know.



They Are Swayed by the Media

“How to Reach 
$1 Million”
Money, 08/2012

“The Death of Equities”
Business Week, 08/13/1979

“The Crash of ’98
Can the US Economy Hold Up?”
FORTUNE, 09/28/1998

“Retire Rich – A Simple  
Plan to Have it All”
FORTUNE, 08/16/1999
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The financial and popular media define what investing is for many people. Whether the message is crafted by a financial publication, a website, or a cable program, it often targets human emotion.Consider the messages in these sample headlines from major publications. Some prey on an investor’s fear and anxiety about the future, while others suggest you can tap into special knowledge to gain quick, easy wealth. Investors who are tempted to act on these media messages should remember the media is selling entertainment, not real financial advice.



Humans Are Not Wired for 
Disciplined Investing

7

When people follow their 
natural instincts, they tend 
to apply faulty reasoning 
to investing.



Patterns of Investor Irrationality 

© Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. 
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Patterns of Investor IrrationalityConsider all of the complex financial decisions faced by investors today. Without experience in different market environments or knowledge of market history, how might many of these investors make their financial decisions? Potentially through their perceptions or based on their emotions. For this reason it is imperative that investors understand and combat the myriad of illusions they may be prone to. OverconfidenceRating oneself as above average when it comes to selecting investments.Hindsight biasBelieving that unpredictable past events, in retrospect, were obvious and predictable.Short-term focusInappropriately focusing on short-term risk versus long-term risk.RegretHaving illogical feelings of guilt because of a poor outcome.Mental accountingMentally compartmentalizing investments while ignoring the aggregate portfolio.Hot-hand fallacyPerceiving trends where none exist and consequently taking action on this faulty observation.



Overconfidence
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OverconfidenceWhen an investor suffers from overconfidence, he or she rates oneself as above average when making investment decisions. Being overconfident often leads to overestimating the probability of good outcomes. Overconfidence can cause people to focus primarily on the upside of investments, while underestimating the probability of poor outcomes for events over which they have no control. In many studies on this particular investor behavior, the following question is often asked: “Consider your driving ability in relation to others on the road. Are you a better driver than average?” Most surveys show that 80% to 90% of drivers consider themselves above average; this is clearly impossible.In “Behaving Badly,” a 2006 study conducted by Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein Securities Limited, 300 professional fund managers were presented with a number of questions, and one related to overconfidence. In an attempt to see just how over-optimistic fund managers were, they were asked: “Are you above average at your job?” Some 74% of the sample thought themselves above average at their jobs. Many wrote comments along the lines of “I know everyone says they are, but I really am!” Of the remaining 26%, most thought they were average, but very few, if any, said they were below average. 



Overconfidence: False Perception
Historical performance of emerging-market stocks 2005–2016

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index. © Morningstar. All 
Rights Reserved.
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Overconfidence: False PerceptionConsider the historical performance of emerging-market stocks from 2005 through 2016. For the first three years, stocks in these regions produced impressive returns, generating double-digit percentage gains. Based on this stellar track record, what would a typical investor have expected in 2008? More of the same, correct? Well, 2008 was quite dismal for investors in emerging-market stocks, as they lost a little more than half of their investment—53.2%, to be exact. In 2009, however, emerging markets rebounded, producing a return of 79.0%. Could this be the start of another string of impressive returns? Well, yes in 2009 and 2010, but in 2011, emerging-market returns were negative, down 18.2% after two consecutive years of strong double-digit returns. Recently emerging-markets had three consecutive years of negative returns followed by a bounce back year of positive returns in 2016.  It is important to take advantage of the potential upside, but to also consider the possibility of another year like 2008 in the future. One period of returns may be enough to create overconfidence among investors. Investors should avoid overestimating their ability to predict future outcomes, basing their decisions on past trends or performance. Concentrating only on the upside potential while dismissing the possibility of poor performance can be quite dangerous. It is important to take a long-term view when investing.  Returns and principal invested in stocks are not guaranteed. International investments involve special risks such as fluctuations in currency, foreign taxation, economic and political risks, liquidity risks, and differences in accounting and financial standards. Emerging-market investments are more risky than investments in developed markets.About the dataEmerging markets are represented by the Morgan Stanley Capital International Emerging Markets Index. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.



Hindsight Bias

© Morningstar. All Rights Reserved.
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Hindsight BiasWhen an investor suffers from hindsight bias, he or she believes that unpredictable events in the past were inevitable. Some psychologists refer to hindsight bias as the “I knew that was going to happen” effect. This is quite apparent every day after the stock market closes. Market analysts on television or through other media outlets explain with confidence why the market performed the way it did. Similar behavior is displayed by those covering sporting events: after a game has ended, there are people who claim the outcome was quite predictable.  If you can correctly recall your beliefs of the day before an event, you are in a minority. Most people can rarely recreate what they thought. Most are honestly deceived and exaggerate earlier estimates. Investors may become angry and regretful about failing to avoid what appears to have been an obvious outcome. This pattern of behavior often tends to promote another investor bias: overconfidence. 



Past performance is no guarantee of future results. *Data available through October 2016. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of 
any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index. © Morningstar. All Rights Reserved

Hindsight Bias: Technology and Real Estate Bubbles
An examination of technology stocks and home values
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Hindsight Bias: Technology and Real Estate BubblesMany people claim to have seen the writing on the wall when it comes to various historical bubbles, such as the technology bubble of the early 2000s or the recent real estate bubble. However, when a so-called obvious bubble was beginning to take shape, it most likely would not have heightened and eventually burst if most people had known of the eventual outcome.  The image on the left illustrates how well an investment in companies specializing in technology would have done from 1992 up until the bubble burst in early 2000 and a few years after. Many state that signs of this particular bubble were quite apparent. The image on the right focuses on home values. From 1991 through early 2007 home values were escalating sharply; however, from that point on, they reversed course and started to decline. Similar to the technology bubble, there were many who proclaimed that such an event was foreseeable. Hindsight bias is quite evident among these individuals, potentially leading to overconfidence as well.  Returns and principal invested in stocks are not guaranteed. Sector investments are narrowly focused investments that typically exhibit higher volatility than the market in general. Sector investments will fluctuate with current market conditions and may be worth more or less than the original cost upon liquidation. Real estate investments are subject to certain risks, such as risks associated with general and local economic conditions, interest rate fluctuation, credit risks, liquidity risks and corporate structure. About the dataThe technology sector is represented by the Morningstar Technology Sector Index. Home values are represented by the House Price Index published by the Federal Housing Finance Agency (monthly seasonally-adjusted index from January 1991 to October 2016). An investment cannot be made directly in an index. 



Short-Term Focus

© Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. 
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Short-Term FocusWhen an investor suffers from short-term focus, he or she inappropriately focuses on short-term risk as opposed to long-term risk. Given today’s technology and instant access to information via the Internet, it is inevitable that many investors will check their investment performance on a frequent basis. Most investors know why they are investing: they have long-term goals that they are trying to achieve. Yet, they often exhibit very short-term behavior, such as frequent trading and/or overreacting to the short-term volatility of investments. It is imperative that these individuals resist the temptation to behave as if their time horizon were far shorter than it truly is. 



Short-Term Focus: Avoiding Potential Near-Term Losses
Choice of asset allocation after examining different return distributions

Source: Shlomo Benartzi and Richard H. Thaler, “Risk Aversion or Myopia? Choices in Repeated Gambles and Retirement Investments,” March 1999. 
© Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. 
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Short-Term Focus: Avoiding Potential Near-Term LossesIn a study titled “Risk Aversion or Myopia? Choices in Repeated Gambles and Retirement Investments,” Shlomo Benartzi and Richard Thaler, professors at the Anderson School at UCLA and the University of Chicago, respectively, studied a group of defined contribution plan participants. The participants were divided into two groups and each group was told they could choose between only two funds, A and B. They were then given some information about the historical returns of these funds and were asked to decide, based on this information, how much of their retirement money they would invest in each fund. The returns for the funds were derived from actual stock and bond returns. The manipulation in the experiment was the manner in which the fund returns were displayed.One group was shown a distribution of one-year returns for both stocks and bonds. The other group was shown a distribution of 30-year returns. The academics predicted that subjects viewing the one-year chart would invest less in stocks than subjects viewing the 30-year return chart. They based their forecast on the fact that the one-year chart accentuated the perceived risk of investing in stocks. They stated that over a one-year period, the likelihood of stocks underperforming bonds is about a third, while over a 30-year period the likelihood is about 5%.The results found that the group looking at the distribution of one-year returns allocated their portfolios much more conservatively: 60% to bonds and 40% to stocks. In contrast, the group that saw the 30-year return distribution allocated their portfolios more aggressively: 10% to bonds and 90% to stocks. Exposure to frequency of returns tends to affect an investor’s tolerance for risk.Diversification does not eliminate the risk of investment losses. Government bonds are guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the United States government as to the timely payment of principal and interest, while stocks are not guaranteed and have been more volatile than bonds. Source: Shlomo Benartzi and Richard H. Thaler, “Risk Aversion or Myopia? Choices in Repeated Gambles and Retirement Investments,” Management Science, March 1999, Vol. 45, No. 3, pp. 364–381. The returns for the funds were derived from the CRSP (Center for Research in Security Prices, Booth School of Business, The University of Chicago) value-weighted NYSE index for stocks and Ibbotson's annual returns on five-year government bonds.



Short-Term Focus: Coping with Near-Term Fluctuations  
Probability of losing money in the market 1997–2016

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot 
be made directly in an index. © Morningstar. All Rights Reserved.
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Short-Term Focus: Coping with Near-Term Fluctuations It's tempting for investors to monitor their investment accounts on a regular basis. Instant access to real-time quotes and a barrage of media reports on daily stock market fluctuations can make it difficult for investors with a long-term investment horizon to stay focused on their goals. In reality, these daily market movements may not be as extreme as they seem. As investors look longer term, their perception often changes. Short-term market fluctuations can be quite volatile, and the probability of realizing a loss within any given day is high. However, the likelihood of realizing a loss has historically decreased over longer holding periods. The graph illustrates that while the probability of losing money on a daily basis over the past 20 years was 46%, the probability dropped dramatically when analyzing an annual time period—20%. Periodic review of an investment portfolio is necessary, but investors shouldn’t let short-term swings affect their view of the future.Returns and principal invested in stocks are not guaranteed. Probability of loss is calculated as the number of negative periods divided by the number of total periods using the specified frequency of data. About the dataStocks are represented by the Ibbotson® Large Company Stock Index. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.



Regret

© Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. 
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RegretInvestors often react in an emotional manner after realizing an error in judgment has been made. When an investor suffers from regret, he or she displays disproportionate and illogical feelings over a poor outcome. Investors prone to regret may base current or future investment decisions on regretful decisions made in the past. The fear of regret can potentially cause investors to become either risk averse or encourage them to take greater risks. This goes completely against the investor’s risk tolerance that was determined during the initial consultation of the investment planning process.Also, regret-prone investors may show a tendency to blame advisors for perceived mistakes. Here is yet another example of where proper communication between advisor and client is absolutely crucial. 



Regret: Action Versus Inaction 
Analyzing various types of regret

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot 
be made directly in an index. © Morningstar. All Rights Reserved.
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Regret: Action Versus Inaction Consider the situation of each of the following investors. Investor A purchased shares in Company ABC on Jan. 1, 2007. This investor consequently sold the shares at the end of January 2009 because of the poor performance of the company. Investor B considered purchasing shares in Company ABC on the same day Investor A sold his shares, but after much consideration decided to take a pass. As the chart illustrates, Company ABC performed very well from February 2009 through December 2012. Which investor is unhappier as a result of their decision?Logically, the economic outcome is the same and therefore both investors should have the same amount of regret. However, studies have shown that the regret of having done something (commission) is greater than the regret of not having done anything (omission). Therefore, Investor A experiences more regret than Investor B. In an unpublished study by two prominent academics in the field of behavioral finance, Daniel Kahneman and Richard Thaler, 100 wealthy investors were asked to bring to mind the financial decision they regretted most. The majority of participants reported their greatest regret was from something that they had done. Those who reported a regret of not having done something were shown to take on more risk. They generally held an unusually high proportion of their portfolio in stocks. In summary, people who regret the opportunities they missed tend to take more risks than people who regret attempts that failed.Returns and principal invested in stocks are not guaranteed.About the dataThe stock illustrated in this example was selected from Morningstar’s database of publicly traded equities. 



Mental Accounting

© Morningstar. All Rights Reserved
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Mental AccountingWhen an investor suffers from mental accounting, he or she will mentally compartmentalize investments and not look at the portfolio as a whole. When mental accounting gets in the way of making sound financial decisions, it can become a problem.When clients view individual investments with a narrow perspective (in a vacuum) they are less likely to include various asset classes in their portfolios. This is especially evident when trying to explain the benefit of including international investments. They perceive these investments to be too risky and fail to consider the potential diversification benefit such an asset class can provide.  However, it is important to note that some mental accounting may be helpful for clients. For example, if it is helpful for clients to mentally account for investments in terms of the goals they are trying to achieve, such as retirement or college savings, mental accounting could be warranted. This may help force them to make periodic contributions.Diversification does not eliminate the risk of investment losses.



Mental Accounting: Sum of the Parts
Risk and return characteristics 1970–2016

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index. © Morningstar. All 
Rights Reserved. 
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Mental Accounting: Sum of the Parts Different types of investments perform differently from one another, which has made it possible to lower the risk of volatile assets by combining them with other types of investments. Individually, each component in a portfolio has its own risk and return characteristics. While the safety of bonds or cash (relative to stocks) may be comforting, these investments may not provide the long-term growth potential many investors seek. On the other hand, stocks may provide the greatest return, but they are riskier than bonds. Focusing only on international or small stocks, for example, may leave investors feeling a little uncomfortable because of volatility. However, as the image illustrates, by concentrating on the whole portfolio, an investor would have experienced a risk level that was below bonds and yet would have achieved a return comparable to stocks. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses. Returns represent compound annual returns for 1970–2016. Risk is measured by monthly annualized standard deviation. Standard deviation measures the fluctuation of returns around the arithmetic average return of the investment. The higher the standard deviation, the greater the variability (and thus risk) of the investment returns. The portfolio is equally weighted between the five asset classes. Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the United States government as to the timely payment of principal and interest, while returns and principal invested in stocks are not guaranteed. International investments involve special risks such as fluctuations in currency, foreign taxation, economic and political risks, liquidity risks, and differences in accounting and financial standards. Furthermore, small stocks are more volatile than large stocks, are subject to significant price fluctuations and business risks, and are thinly traded. About the dataSmall stocks are represented by the Ibbotson® Small Company Stock Index, large stocks by the Ibbotson® Large Company Stock Index, and international stocks by the Morgan Stanley Capital International Europe, Australasia, and Far East (EAFE®) Index. Bonds are represented by the 20-year U.S. government bond, and cash by the 30-day U.S. Treasury bill. An investment cannot be made directly in an index. 



Hot-Hand Fallacy

© Morningstar. All Rights Reserved.
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Hot-Hand FallacyWhen an investor suffers from hot-hand fallacy, he or she perceives trends where none exist and then takes action on these erroneous impressions. People tend to look for patterns and attribute trends to methods other than simple chance. The concept of “hot hand” is taken from a study done by Gilovich, Vallone and Tversky on the performance of basketball players. In basketball, players are often thought of as being “hot” or “cold.” The study analyzed the outcomes of players’ shots in hundreds of games. While basketball fans believe that a player’s chances of hitting a basket are greater following a hit than following a miss (similar beliefs were expressed by professional basketball players), the study concluded that the outcomes of both field goal and free throw attempts were largely independent of the outcome of the previous attempt.Looking at this from another angle, people are often asked: “If a fair coin is tossed six times, which one of the following outcomes is more likely: 1.) HTHTTH or 2.) HHHTTT?” The answer is that the chances of both outcomes are the same. However, since scenario 1 looks more random, most people believe that scenario 1 is more likely in a “fair” coin toss. People will also tend to believe that the coin flipper in the second scenario has a special technique. When selecting a money manager, a one-year return (or attractive returns for the past few years) could cause clients to drop their current money manager in favor of the “hot” manager. This can lead to dangerous assumptions and predictions, when instead investors should be focusing on the long-term track record of a particular money manager. Source: Gilovich, Thomas, Robert Vallone, and Amos Tversky. “The Hot Hand in Basketball: On the Misperceptions of Random Sequences.” Cognitive Psychology, 17, 1985, pp. 295-314. 



Hot-Hand Fallacy: Asset-Class Winners and Losers
Annual performance of various asset classes 1997–2016

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index. The diversified 
portfolio is equally weighted between small stocks, large stocks, long-term government bonds, Treasury bills, and international stocks (20% each). © Morningstar. All Rights Reserved.
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Asset-Class Winners and LosersIt is impossible to predict which asset class will be the best or worst in any given year. The performance of any given asset class can have drastic periodic changes. This image illustrates the annual performance of various asset classes in relation to one another. In times when one asset class dominates all others, as was the case for international stocks from 2004 to 2007, it is easy to lose sight of the fact that historical data shows it is impossible to predict the winners for any given year.After four stellar years, international stocks fell to the bottom in 2008, rebounded to the top position once again in 2009, and then fell once more to the bottom in 2011. Similarly, long-term government bonds were the top performer in 2008, disastrously sank to the bottom in 2009, and rebounded to the top position once again in 2011. These types of performance reversals are evident throughout this example.Although investing in a diversified portfolio may prevent an investor from capturing top-performer returns in any given year, this strategy can also protect an investor from experiencing extreme losses. For example, in 2016, a diversified portfolio would have returned 8.2%, which was approximately 17.4% lower than the top asset class that year—small stocks. However, the diversified portfolio would also have performed better than the worst-performing asset class—treasury bills—by about 8.0% this past year. A well-diversified portfolio allows investors to mitigate some of the risks associated with investing. By investing a portion of a portfolio in a number of different asset classes, portfolio volatility may be reduced.Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses. Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the United States government as to the timely payment of principal and interest, while stocks are not guaranteed and have been more volatile than the other asset classes. Furthermore, small stocks are more volatile than large stocks and are subject to significant price fluctuations, business risks, and are thinly traded. International investments involve special risks such as fluctuations in currency, foreign taxation, economic and political risks, liquidity risks, and differences in accounting and financial standards. About the data Small stocks are represented by the Ibbotson® Small Company Stock Index. Large stocks are represented by the Ibbotson® Large Company Stock Index, government bonds by the 20-year U.S. government bond, Treasury bills by the 30-day U.S. Treasury bill, and international stocks by the Morgan Stanley Capital International Europe, Australasia, and Far East (EAFE®) Index. An investment cannot be made directly in an index. The data assumes reinvestment of all income and does not account for taxes or transaction costs. The diversified portfolio is equally weighted between small stocks, large stocks, long-term government bonds, Treasury bills, and international stocks (20% each).  



Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index. © 2008 
Morningstar, Inc. All rights reserved. 10/1/2008

Hot-Hand Fallacy: Chasing Fund Performance 
Wealth versus cash flows 2007–2016

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot 
be made directly in an index. © Morningstar. All Rights Reserved.
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Hot-Hand Fallacy: Chasing Fund PerformanceInvestor return, also known as asset-weighted return, factors in the timing of investors’ purchases and sales. It takes into account the fact that not all of a fund’s investors bought it at the beginning of a period and held it until the end. Therefore, investor return depicts the return earned by a fund’s typical investor. Investor returns support the theories about investors’ poor timing. The image illustrates the divergence in total return and investor return for a mutual fund selected from Morningstar’s open-end fund database. The fund’s 10-year total return was 2.5%, but its 10-year investor return was –19.3%; quite a difference. The fund’s net cash flow tells the story of the discrepancy. Investors piled into the fund during its run-up, with most inflows occurring near the investment’s peak. Investors then fled as the fund’s returns plummeted, with most outflows occurring near the investment’s bottom. Some fund companies develop numerous trendy funds that tend to attract investors chasing whatever is hot, and otherwise do little to encourage a long-term investment perspective. These types of funds tend to produce relatively poor investor returns. On the other hand, most funds with consistently superior investor returns are from shops that encourage long-term investing and discourage short-term trading. Morningstar investor returns measure how the typical investor in that fund fared over time, incorporating the impact of cash inflows and outflows from purchases and sales. It is not one specific investor’s experience, but rather a measure of the return earned collectively by all the investors in the fund. Total return measures the percentage change in price for a fund, assuming the investor buys and holds the fund over the entire time period, reinvests distributions, and does not make any additional purchases or sales. Investor returns are not a substitute for total returns but can be used in combination with them. Mutual funds are sold by prospectus, which can be obtained from your financial professional or the mutual fund company and which contains complete information, including investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses and other information. Investors should read the prospectus carefully and consider this information before investing or sending money.About the data The fund illustrated in this example was selected from Morningstar’s open-end database. 



Summary
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SummaryAs the preceding images and commentary illustrated, investor misconceptions can be quite dangerous. In explaining asset allocation concepts and constructing an asset-allocation policy, identifying and understanding such investor misperceptions is critical. It is also essential to find techniques to counter these misperceptions and to educate investors to view markets and investing in a more rational and productive manner. 
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Markets Have Rewarded Discipline
Growth of a dollar—MSCI World Index (net dividends), 1970–2016

In US dollars. Indices are not available for direct investment. Their performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. MSCI data © MSCI 
2017, all rights reserved.
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		Jan-70		0.94455

		Feb-70		0.97405

		Mar-70		0.97708

		Apr-70		0.88578

		May-70		0.8299

		Jun-70		0.8094600001

		Jul-70		0.8596500001

		Aug-70		0.8879900001

		Sep-70		0.9166700001
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		Sep-71		1.0846600001

		Oct-71		1.0435100001
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		Dec-71		1.1471200002
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		Feb-72		1.2347300002
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		Jun-72		1.26428
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Sheet1

		Date		MSCI World Index (net div.)		Column1		Column2

		Jan-70		0.94455

		Feb-70		0.97405

		Mar-70		0.97708

		Apr-70		0.88578

		May-70		0.8299

		Jun-70		0.8094600001

		Jul-70		0.8596500001

		Aug-70		0.8879900001

		Sep-70		0.9166700001

		Oct-70		0.9031400001

		Nov-70		0.9233700001

		Dec-70		0.9691500001

		Jan-71		1.0136900002

		Feb-71		1.0243800002

		Mar-71		1.0693300002

		Apr-71		1.1042900001

		May-71		1.0781400001

		Jun-71		1.0890900001

		Jul-71		1.0716800001

		Aug-71		1.0950700001

		Sep-71		1.0846600001

		Oct-71		1.0435100001

		Nov-71		1.0523300001

		Dec-71		1.1471200002

		Jan-72		1.1891100002

		Feb-72		1.2347300002

		Mar-72		1.2518700001

		Apr-72		1.2684800001

		May-72		1.29432

		Jun-72		1.26428

		Jul-72		1.28381

		Aug-72		1.32028

		Sep-72		1.30019

		Oct-72		1.3109400001

		Nov-72		1.3797500001

		Dec-72		1.4050300001

		Jan-73		1.4082600001

		Feb-73		1.4179900001

		Mar-73		1.4199700001

		Apr-73		1.3484200001

		May-73		1.3444

		Jun-73		1.3528499999

		Jul-73		1.3850999999

		Aug-73		1.3274299999

		Sep-73		1.3658399998

		Oct-73		1.3796199999		35

		Nov-73		1.2007299998

		Dec-73		1.1908599998

		Jan-74		1.1999899998

		Feb-74		1.2186599998

		Mar-74		1.1877999998		11

		Apr-74		1.1680099999

		May-74		1.1209799999

		Jun-74		1.08574

		Jul-74		1.0214399999

		Aug-74		0.9228699999

		Sep-74		0.8368		3

		Oct-74		0.9168899999

		Nov-74		0.9025699999

		Dec-74		0.8875799999

		Jan-75		1.0170099999

		Feb-75		1.10683

		Mar-75		1.1149399999

		Apr-75		1.1611199999

		May-75		1.1885799999

		Jun-75		1.2035599999

		Jul-75		1.1370599999

		Aug-75		1.1194499999

		Sep-75		1.0725099998

		Oct-75		1.1463899998

		Nov-75		1.1777399998

		Dec-75		1.1787499999

		Jan-76		1.2840799999

		Feb-76		1.2745799999

		Mar-76		1.28961

		Apr-76		1.2802099999

		May-76		1.2588799999

		Jun-76		1.29762

		Jul-76		1.2854799999

		Aug-76		1.28256

		Sep-76		1.29333

		Oct-76		1.24808

		Nov-76		1.24318

		Dec-76		1.33667

		Jan-77		1.2918000001

		Feb-77		1.2861300001

		Mar-77		1.2780900001

		Apr-77		1.2920600001

		May-77		1.2745100002

		Jun-77		1.3224900002

		Jul-77		1.3047600002

		Aug-77		1.3095800002

		Sep-77		1.3258900003

		Oct-77		1.3032400003

		Nov-77		1.3195700003

		Dec-77		1.3457500003

		Jan-78		1.3061600004

		Feb-78		1.2961200004

		Mar-78		1.3547500004

		Apr-78		1.4155600004

		May-78		1.4333100004

		Jun-78		1.4475000004

		Jul-78		1.5518100005

		Aug-78		1.5873700006

		Sep-78		1.6056100006

		Oct-78		1.5743200006

		Nov-78		1.5185900006

		Dec-78		1.5680500007

		Jan-79		1.6081100007

		Feb-79		1.5772000007

		Mar-79		1.6431800007

		Apr-79		1.6406700007

		May-79		1.6121500006

		Jun-79		1.6586100006

		Jul-79		1.6709400005

		Aug-79		1.7378700005		90

		Sep-79		1.7767500006

		Oct-79		1.6444000006

		Nov-79		1.6947400005

		Dec-79		1.7398000005

		Jan-80		1.8443500006		12		-0.05

		Feb-80		1.8450300007

		Mar-80		1.6462900006

		Apr-80		1.7538300006

		May-80		1.8399200006

		Jun-80		1.9278100005

		Jul-80		1.9867200006

		Aug-80		2.0252100007

		Sep-80		2.0857100006

		Oct-80		2.1461400006

		Nov-80		2.2355600007

		Dec-80		2.1864400007		4

		Jan-81		2.1225000008

		Feb-81		2.1283800007

		Mar-81		2.2037500007

		Apr-81		2.2045200006

		May-81		2.1611900006

		Jun-81		2.1571700007

		Jul-81		2.1204300007

		Aug-81		2.0783800006

		Sep-81		1.9218600004

		Oct-81		1.9804400004

		Nov-81		2.1273100004

		Dec-81		2.0818100005

		Jan-82		2.0508700006

		Feb-82		1.9263400006

		Mar-82		1.8734100006

		Apr-82		1.9650200006

		May-82		1.9151300005

		Jun-82		1.8282600006

		Jul-82		1.8043900005

		Aug-82		1.9349100005

		Sep-82		1.9435100005

		Oct-82		2.0766400006

		Nov-82		2.1862100006

		Dec-82		2.2839200005

		Jan-83		2.3322300005

		Feb-83		2.3807400006

		Mar-83		2.4640700008

		Apr-83		2.6395300007

		May-83		2.6132300007

		Jun-83		2.6948400008

		Jul-83		2.6463400008

		Aug-83		2.6601200007

		Sep-83		2.7135400007

		Oct-83		2.6811900007

		Nov-83		2.7500100005

		Dec-83		2.7847400006

		Jan-84		2.8073900006

		Feb-84		2.7606200005

		Mar-84		2.8900600005

		Apr-84		2.8790900006

		May-84		2.6628400006

		Jun-84		2.6854000005

		Jul-84		2.5905000005

		Aug-84		2.8499800005

		Sep-84		2.8386800005

		Oct-84		2.8684700006

		Nov-84		2.8571700007

		Dec-84		2.9161300008

		Jan-85		3.0763600009

		Feb-85		3.0816100009

		Mar-85		3.187790001

		Apr-85		3.1782400009

		May-85		3.340760001

		Jun-85		3.3995300012

		Jul-85		3.4688200011

		Aug-85		3.4963900011

		Sep-85		3.521620001

		Oct-85		3.7102400009

		Nov-85		3.9166800011

		Dec-85		4.0990500013

		Jan-86		4.1586800011

		Feb-86		4.5323400013

		Mar-86		4.9741600015

		Apr-86		5.1097000015

		May-86		5.0936800016

		Jun-86		5.2967400016

		Jul-86		5.3379500016

		Aug-86		5.8029900017

		Sep-86		5.5709400016

		Oct-86		5.4738000015

		Nov-86		5.7039200014

		Dec-86		5.8161300015

		Jan-87		6.4978000013

		Feb-87		6.7104600011

		Mar-87		7.1243800008

		Apr-87		7.5404900009

		May-87		7.5492900008

		Jun-87		7.5432000006

		Jul-87		7.6921800005

		Aug-87		8.1451000003

		Sep-87		8.0014900004

		Oct-87		6.6410600002		90

		Nov-87		6.4775900002

		Dec-87		6.75624

		Jan-88		6.9191300001

		Feb-88		7.3187000002

		Mar-88		7.5376999999

		Apr-88		7.6307600001

		May-88		7.4762399999

		Jun-88		7.4638700001

		Jul-88		7.6022100002

		Aug-88		7.1825300002

		Sep-88		7.4852000001

		Oct-88		7.98132

		Nov-88		8.2570600002

		Dec-88		8.32956

		Jan-89		8.6288000003

		Feb-89		8.5723600005

		Mar-89		8.5151700006

		Apr-89		8.7094200009

		May-89		8.493650001

		Jun-89		8.3955500006

		Jul-89		9.3419400006

		Aug-89		9.1135700005		15

		Sep-89		9.3685600009

		Oct-89		9.0537700011

		Nov-89		9.4128200008

		Dec-89		9.7129700006

		Jan-90		9.2569500006

		Feb-90		8.8575100004

		Mar-90		8.3200600007

		Apr-90		8.197540001

		May-90		9.0581600013

		Jun-90		8.9909600014

		Jul-90		9.0701800018

		Aug-90		8.2184400014		2		-0.05

		Sep-90		7.3490500009

		Oct-90		8.0322700009

		Nov-90		7.8975200008

		Dec-90		8.0600400007

		Jan-91		8.3519500011

		Feb-91		9.1222400008

		Mar-91		8.8505900008

		Apr-91		8.9170400004

		May-91		9.1163500002

		Jun-91		8.5508100005

		Jul-91		8.9518900002

		Aug-91		8.9206800002

		Sep-91		9.1518500004

		Oct-91		9.2974700003

		Nov-91		8.8895000002

		Dec-91		9.5337600003

		Jan-92		9.3544500004

		Feb-92		9.19024

		Mar-92		8.7544999996

		Apr-92		8.8736799999

		May-92		9.22382

		Jun-92		8.9119699999

		Jul-92		8.9318099996

		Aug-92		9.1460699994

		Sep-92		9.0592899992

		Oct-92		8.8109999989

		Nov-92		8.9658599991

		Dec-92		9.035499999

		Jan-93		9.0630099991

		Feb-93		9.2749899992

		Mar-93		9.8099999996

		Apr-93		10.2619499996

		May-93		10.4957299998

		Jun-93		10.4049800002

		Jul-93		10.6166400002

		Aug-93		11.1006700004		65

		Sep-93		10.89292

		Oct-93		11.1904699995

		Nov-93		10.5548199993

		Dec-93		11.0687099998

		Jan-94		11.7961699998

		Feb-94		11.6409099993

		Mar-94		11.1364399997

		Apr-94		11.4780899992

		May-94		11.5050199996

		Jun-94		11.4704399995

		Jul-94		11.685879999

		Aug-94		12.0351399986

		Sep-94		11.7162599982

		Oct-94		12.0468399986

		Nov-94		11.5216899992

		Dec-94		11.6305599988

		Jan-95		11.4531899987

		Feb-95		11.6173799985

		Mar-95		12.1745099988

		Apr-95		12.5959799984

		May-95		12.7008799987

		Jun-95		12.6941199985

		Jul-95		13.3263999985

		Aug-95		13.0266399989

		Sep-95		13.4032399984

		Oct-95		13.1893299978

		Nov-95		13.6444099974

		Dec-95		14.0404499977

		Jan-96		14.2915399984

		Feb-96		14.3756399989

		Mar-96		14.6118799987

		Apr-96		14.9524699987

		May-96		14.9623999983

		Jun-96		15.0350599982

		Jul-96		14.5006899985

		Aug-96		14.6643499988

		Sep-96		15.2354699985

		Oct-96		15.3388099991

		Nov-96		16.1953499995

		Dec-96		15.9329399987

		Jan-97		16.1219699985

		Feb-97		16.3043799983

		Mar-97		15.9788299978

		Apr-97		16.4980899983

		May-97		17.5133999976

		Jun-97		18.3838799977

		Jul-97		19.2275799969		2

		Aug-97		17.9383199973

		Sep-97		18.9098299967

		Oct-97		17.9115299961

		Nov-97		18.2254399963

		Dec-97		18.4445099965

		Jan-98		18.9554599968

		Feb-98		20.2346199969

		Mar-98		21.0859499965

		Apr-98		21.2888399963

		May-98		21.0188599963

		Jun-98		21.5144999957

		Jul-98		21.4767899954

		Aug-98		18.6095799961		5

		Sep-98		18.9355099964

		Oct-98		20.6440299959

		Nov-98		21.8684799953

		Dec-98		22.9335399948

		Jan-99		23.4323799954

		Feb-99		22.8057199956

		Mar-99		23.7519299956

		Apr-99		24.6849299947

		May-99		23.7795899949

		Jun-99		24.8853699955

		Jul-99		24.8073599946

		Aug-99		24.7598899949

		Sep-99		24.5164399958

		Oct-99		25.7874399964

		Nov-99		26.5095599951

		Dec-99		28.651989995

		Jan-00		27.0078999942		35		-0.05

		Feb-00		27.0774999953

		Mar-00		28.9456999957		90

		Apr-00		27.7184899953

		May-00		27.0134399947

		Jun-00		27.9196899943

		Jul-00		27.1303799935

		Aug-00		28.0095299922

		Sep-00		26.5168999934

		Oct-00		26.0693599929

		Nov-00		24.4833399936

		Dec-00		24.8761299924

		Jan-01		25.3551599931

		Feb-01		23.2095399925

		Mar-01		21.6811699925

		Apr-01		23.2793799917

		May-01		22.9760299923

		Jun-01		22.2529299916

		Jul-01		21.9554899926

		Aug-01		20.8984099936

		Sep-01		19.0541399949		30

		Oct-01		19.4179799947

		Nov-01		20.5637999953

		Dec-01		20.6909899957

		Jan-02		20.0620399951

		Feb-02		19.8855899959

		Mar-02		20.7615499966

		Apr-02		20.0558699967

		May-02		20.0893099971

		Jun-02		18.8669399966

		Jul-02		17.2749899975

		Aug-02		17.3044899969

		Sep-02		15.3992599966

		Oct-02		16.5339399957

		Nov-02		17.422869995

		Dec-02		16.576359996

		Jan-03		16.0712099957

		Feb-03		15.7899399952

		Mar-03		15.737819996		1.5

		Apr-03		17.1324799955

		May-03		18.1078999947

		Jun-03		18.4190099938

		Jul-03		18.7908899935

		Aug-03		19.1945599925

		Sep-03		19.310079993

		Oct-03		20.4540499919

		Nov-03		20.7631999917

		Dec-03		22.0642299911

		Jan-04		22.4182699911

		Feb-04		22.7936699907

		Mar-04		22.6424199905

		Apr-04		22.17866999

		May-04		22.3807399898

		Jun-04		22.840189989

		Jul-04		22.0944599899

		Aug-04		22.1915699891

		Sep-04		22.6113799886

		Oct-04		23.1646899876

		Nov-04		24.3815593348

		Dec-04		25.3122771747

		Jan-05		24.7423912002

		Feb-05		25.5261753614

		Mar-05		25.0306797364

		Apr-05		24.4852749418

		May-05		24.9203149463

		Jun-05		25.135950905

		Jul-05		26.0139938566

		Aug-05		26.2100133351		4

		Sep-05		26.8907775072

		Oct-05		26.2383809645

		Nov-05		27.1126331261

		Dec-05		27.7133032292

		Jan-06		28.9507912557

		Feb-06		28.9076943261

		Mar-06		29.5433399392

		Apr-06		30.4402958499

		May-06		29.4004918599

		Jun-06		29.3918669286

		Jul-06		29.5753017377

		Aug-06		30.3429929082

		Sep-06		30.704790233

		Oct-06		31.8317399324

		Nov-06		32.6112367449

		Dec-06		33.2742603288

		Jan-07		33.6670702058

		Feb-07		33.4918748593		90

		Mar-07		34.1049551532

		Apr-07		35.6090532564

		May-07		36.6067974741

		Jun-07		36.3244365463

		Jul-07		35.5199841433

		Aug-07		35.4930351526

		Sep-07		37.1809240332

		Oct-07		38.3213218493

		Nov-07		36.7549073379

		Dec-07		36.2807228544

		Jan-08		33.5081680345

		Feb-08		33.3142256865		2

		Mar-08		32.9949082803

		Apr-08		34.7290519806

		May-08		35.2586145645

		Jun-08		32.4464851261

		Jul-08		31.6536831758

		Aug-08		31.2090501208

		Sep-08		27.4971055397

		Oct-08		22.2836281246

		Nov-08		20.8412379808

		Dec-08		21.5099039731

		Jan-09		19.6255132839

		Feb-09		17.6166602042

		Mar-09		18.9451121396

		Apr-09		21.0703636077

		May-09		22.9794645681

		Jun-09		22.8757921783

		Jul-09		24.8133041984

		Aug-09		25.8369735173

		Sep-09		26.8667910566

		Oct-09		26.3887965429

		Nov-09		27.4671172203

		Dec-09		27.9603495344

		Jan-10		26.8047227268		100		-0.05

		Feb-10		27.182578862

		Mar-10		28.8660052429

		Apr-10		28.8700606424

		May-10		26.1046453712

		Jun-10		25.2096164409

		Jul-10		27.2534384678

		Aug-10		26.2359305387

		Sep-10		28.682321062

		Oct-10		29.7514661902

		Nov-10		29.1091455483

		Dec-10		31.2494120553

		Jan-11		31.9553939882

		Feb-11		33.0742404774

		Mar-11		32.7480698819

		Apr-11		34.1392883165

		May-11		33.4310558825

		Jun-11		32.9021936785

		Jul-11		32.3055995047

		Aug-11		30.0294387793

		Sep-11		27.4357800171

		Oct-11		30.2736459961

		Nov-11		29.5345009942

		Dec-11		29.5180919237

		Jan-12		30.9993975071

		Feb-12		32.5136811117

		Mar-12		32.9316924466

		Apr-12		32.5577204205

		May-12		29.7472056304

		Jun-12		31.2629902147

		Jul-12		31.6648908288

		Aug-12		32.4676499393

		Sep-12		33.3596456082

		Oct-12		33.1342184201

		Nov-12		33.5585016861

		Dec-12		34.1896104698		2

		Jan-13		35.9312144299

		Feb-13		35.9905377093

		Mar-13		36.8335605685

		Apr-13		37.9934807656

		May-13		38.0078279664

		Jun-13		37.0712969974

		Jul-13		39.0229477466

		Aug-13		38.1923446043

		Sep-13		40.1024518537

		Oct-13		41.6722016285

		Nov-13		42.4127811308

		Dec-13		43.3102227709

		Jan-14		41.7060785963

		Feb-14		43.7939284737

		Mar-14		43.857311203

		Apr-14		44.3067086503

		May-14		45.1784349728

		Jun-14		45.9866418946

		Jul-14		45.252729511

		Aug-14		46.2498795013

		Sep-14		44.9946054631

		Oct-14		45.2856757908

		Nov-14		46.1932427089

		Dec-14		45.448371455

		Jan-15		44.6248625439

		Feb-15		47.239372207

		Mar-15		46.499908455

		Apr-15		47.5904514826

		May-15		47.7543868819

		Jun-15		46.6439875136

		Jul-15		47.4812472527

		Aug-15		44.339194846

		Sep-15		42.7037738125

		Oct-15		46.0877966352

		Nov-15		45.8584800788

		Dec-15		45.0524076897

		Jan-16		42.3571842886

		Feb-16		42.0419373611

		Mar-16		44.8948642113

		Apr-16		45.6052565328

		May-16		45.8614038284

		Jun-16		45.3475077339		100		-0.05

		Jul-16		47.263369511

		Aug-16		47.3026498894

		Sep-16		47.5539181078

		Oct-16		46.6336121286

		Nov-16		47.3041578493

		Dec-16		48.4360699268





Instructions

		



Timeline:
Oct. ‘73–Arab oil embargo
Mar. ‘74–Oil prices quadruple
Sept. ‘74–S&P 500 down 43%
Aug. ‘79–BusinessWeek
Jan. ‘80–Gold hits record high
Dec. ‘80–US inflation at 13.5%
Oct. ‘87–Dow drops 23% 
Aug. ‘89–Savings and loan 
Aug. ’90–Iraq invades Kuwait
Aug. ‘93–Income tax rates rise
July ‘97–Asian currency crisis
Aug. ‘98–Russian financial 
Jan. ‘00–Y2K scare
Mar. ‘00–Dotcom crash
Sept. ‘01–9/11
Mar. ‘03–Iraq war
Aug. ‘05–Katrina
Feb. ‘07–Subprime mortgage
Feb. ‘08–S&P 500 down 46%
Jan. ‘10–Euro zone crisis
Dec. ‘12–US home prices hit bottom; fiscal cliff worries

Chart with Markers is hidden behind a white box behind the top chart

The blue lines on this chart are plotted on the same access as a bar chart. The values are made up to align under the text boxes

The tick marks on the horizontal access are actually plotted points on the secondary axis





• Balanced Strategy: 7.5% each  S&P 500 Index, CRSP 6-10 Index, US Small Value Index, US Large Value Index; 15% each International Value Index, International Small Index; 40% BofA Merrill Lynch One-Year US Treasury Note Index.The S&P data are provided by Standard & Poor’s Index Services Group. The Merrill Lynch Indices are used with permission; copyright 2015 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated; all rights reserved. CRSP data provided by the Center for Research in Security Prices, University of Chicago. US Small Value Index 
and US Large Value Index provided by Fama/French. International Value Index provided by Fama/French. International Small Cap Index compiled by Dimensional from StyleResearch securities data; includes securities of MSCI EAFE countries in the bottom 10% of market capitalization, excluding the bottom 1%; market-cap weighted; each country capped at 50%; rebalanced semiannually. 

• Indices are not available for direct investment. Their performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Not to be construed as investment advice. Returns of model portfolios are based on back-tested model allocation mixes designed with the benefit of hindsight and do not represent actual investment performance. 

The Market’s Response to Crisis
Performance of a Normal Balanced Strategy: 60% Stocks, 40% Bonds
Cumulative Total Return
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Lehman Brothers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points: This slide shows performance of a balanced investment strategy following a few historical crises. Each crisis is labeled with the month and year that it occurred or peaked. The subsequent one-, three-, and five-year annualized returns start from the first day of the month following each crisis. Although a global investment strategy would have suffered losses immediately following most of these events, the financial markets recovered over time, as indicated by the positive three- and five-year cumulative returns. Negative events such as these may tempt investors to flee the financial markets. But diversification and a long-term perspective can help investors apply discipline to ride out the storm.
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CRSP 1–10 Index returns by year
1926–2016

In US dollars. CRSP data provided by the Center for Research in Security Prices, University of Chicago. The CRSP 1−10 Index measures the performance of the total US stock market, which it defines as the aggregate capitalization of all securities listed on the NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ exchanges. Indices are not 
available for direct investment; therefore, their performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The above chart shows the historical distribution of US market returns since 1926. The performance years are stacked in order of return range. The graphic highlights that, over time, the market’s positive return years have outnumbered the negative return years, with positive performance more concentrated in the higher ranges of returns.History shows that the stock market has rewarded investors who can bear the risk of stocks and stay committed through various periods of performance.
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Annualized Compound Returns (%)

The S&P data are provided by Standard & Poor’s Index Services Group. One-Month US Treasury Bills data © Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation Yearbook™, Ibbotson Associates, Chicago (annually updated work by Roger G. Ibbotson and Rex A. Sinquefield). For illustrative purposes only. 
Indices are not available for direct investment. Their performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Values change frequently, and past performance may not be repeated. There is always the risk that an 
investor may lose money. 

1926–2015 1965–1981 1982–2015

S&P 500 Index 10.02 6.33 11.48

One-Month US Treasury Bills 3.42 6.66 4.09

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Equities can reward investors who maintain a long-term outlook. But over shorter periods, the market can perform inconsistently, which may test one’s commitment to a long-term strategy. This slide reveals how such temptations may arise—and the dangers of yielding to them. Since 1926, the S&P 500 Index has offered an annualized compound return far above the return on one-month Treasury bills. This long-term effect confirms the higher returns offered by equities. During the 17-year sub-period between 1965 and 1981, T-bills slightly outperformed stocks, illustrating that the equity premium is never guaranteed or certain.
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